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Abstract

This paper describes a minimally immersive three�
dimensional volumetric interactive information visu�
alization system for management and analysis of doc�
ument corpora� The system� SFA� uses glyph�based
volume rendering� enabling more complex data rela�
tionships and information attributes to be visualized
than traditional �D and surface�based visualization
systems� Two�handed interaction using three�space
magnetic trackers and stereoscopic viewing are com�
bined to produce a minimally immersive interactive
system that enhances the user�s three�dimensional
perception of the information space� This new sys�
tem capitalizes on the human visual system�s pre�
attentive learning capabilities to quickly analyze the
displayed information� We describe the usefulness
of this system for the analysis and visualization of
document similarity within a corpus of textual doc�
uments�

Keywords� volumetric information visualization�
minimally�immersive techniques� two�handed inter�
action� glyph rendering

� Introduction

To �nd a document in the sea of information� one
must embark on a search process� usually aided by
computer� If one�s goal is to search through a large
corpus of documents for the �	 articles most relevant
to a single well�de�ned topic� then a single query
yielding a scalar indication of relevance is usually
su
cient� In this traditional information retrieval
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model� the �nal goal is to identify and collect a small
number of documents to read in detail� The remain�
der of the document corpus is viewed as partially or
wholly irrelevant to the task� like so much ore from
which gold must be extracted�

By contrast� information analysis or document
corpus management seeks to understand what is hap�
pening in the collection of documents as a whole� In�
dividual documents may indeed be read or skimmed�
but only as a means to gaining a greater understand�
ing of what is happening in the rest of the doc�
ument set� Information analysis seeks to identify
trends� discover common linkages� and �nd clusters
of similar documents� In this situation� the results
of many single queries must be combined in vari�
ous ways so that trends may be discovered� Docu�
ment corpus management therefore shares some of
the goals of Data Mining� or Knowledge Discovery
from Data ����� which is the nontrivial extraction of
implicit� previously unknown� and potentially useful
information from data�

This paper describes a new system that aids
in the document corpus management task by em�
ploying D volumetric visualization techniques in a
minimally�immersive real�time interaction style� An
intuitive two�handed interaction metaphor ��	� ���
is created using three�space magnetic trackers� This
two�handed interaction� in combination with stereo�
viewing� provides a minimally�immersive system that
increases the user�s three�dimensional perception of
the information space� Glyph�based volume visual�
ization ��	� and hardware acceleration techniques are
used to provide interactive rendering speeds for mul�
tivariate time�varying information spaces�

Most systems for information visualization to date
have been �D or surface�based �e�g�� ��� �� ��� ��� ���
��� Many of these systems provide useful visualiza�
tion tools and are good for showing two�dimensional

�



relationships� Some can show the relationship among
three parameters of the information space� For ex�
ample� the SPIRE system ���� shows the similar�
ity among topics in an information space projected
onto two dimensions� The frequency of documents
within a topic is displayed graphically by the height
of mountains in their Themescapes component� cre�
ating a landscape of document topics� However� to
understand complexmulti�dimensional relationships�
users must mentally fuse several two�dimensional im�
ages�

These �D and surface�based systems� however� fail
to capitalize on the human perception system�s abil�
ity to understand full three�dimensional volumetric
space� With volume visualization and careful map�
ping of information to visualization attributes� more
dimensions of the information space can be perceived
than with two�dimensional surfaces� To visualize
the volumetric data� our system uses glyph render�
ing� displaying a small shape �glyph� at each loca�
tion within the three�dimensional volume� Glyph� or
iconic� visualization is an attempt to comprehensibly
encode more information in the visualization ���� ���
and is an extension to the use of glyphs and icons in
�elds like cartography and statistics� The use of D
glyph visualization allows the user to visually com�
pare the results of � or more queries as they apply
to the entire document set� For each document� the
results of three of these queries determine the loca�
tion of a glyph� while the remaining queries are as�
signed to glyph size� color� opacity� and shape� This
system is� therefore� capable of visualizing complex
multi�dimensional relationships vital to information
analysis and document corpus management�

In The Elements of Graphing Data ���� Cleveland
cites experimental evidence that shows the most ac�
curate method to visually decode a quantitative vari�
able is to display position along a scale� This is fol�
lowed in decreasing order of accuracy by length� slope
angle� area� volume� and color� Presumably� opacity
would be near the bottom� similar to color� For dis�
tinguishing a categorical variable� shape and color
can be quite e�ective� A D glyph display provides
three scales along which a glyph can be measured�
while a �D display provides only two� Terrain height
does contain D information� but only a single sur�
face is visible� Translucent surfaces may allow scenes
of higher depth complexity� but the third or fourth
surface encountered along the line of sight is usually
quite indistinct� and� therefore� hard to measure and
compare� A D glyph display has the unique capa�
bility of allowing the most e�ective methods of visual

perception�

Several researchers ��� � ��� have examined the
use of virtual reality environments for visualization�
however� little work exists on applying these tech�
niques to information visualization� Our two�handed
minimally�immersive environment extends the ear�
lier work of Feiner and Beshers ��� to two�handed
interaction and volume rendering� Our approach
provides interactive three�dimensional volumetric vi�
sualization� manipulation� and exploration of multi�
variate time�varying information spaces� increasing
the amount of the information space that can be dis�
played and perceived when compared to more tradi�
tional �D and surface�based systems�

We have applied these techniques to the visualiza�
tion of similarities in a document corpus using the
Telltale system ����� Telltale is brie�y described �rst�
followed by a description of the new information vi�
sualization system we have developed� We then con�
clude with a discussion of our results in visualizing
data from the Telltale system and our future direc�
tions for research�

� Text Indexing Using Telltale

Telltale ���� is a dynamic hypertext environment
that provides text indexing via a hypertext�style user
interface for text corpora� This indexing is done us�
ing statistical techniques based on n�grams� n char�
acter sequences of text � to create links ��� associ�
ating documents that are �similar�� The only inputs
to Telltale�s algorithms are the documents to be in�
dexed and the list of ASCII characters that make
up words� thus� Telltale works well with text in lan�
guages other than English because it does not need
stop word lists or other language�dependent features�
The use of n�grams rather than words provides an
additional bene�t� indexing is robust in the face of
degradation such as that caused by scanning in text
using optical character recognition�

Telltale reads in a document by sliding a window n
characters wide across its text� During this process�
all alphabetic characters are converted to lower case�
non�alphabetic characters are converted to spaces�
and multiple spaces are collapsed into a single space�
For example� the ��grams in this paragraph would
consist of � tell�� �tellt�� �ellta�� and so on� This pro�
cess produces a list of overlapping n�grams that are
used to generate a vector di � �di��� di��� � � ��� Each
element of the vector is calculated by di�k � ci�k�mi�
where ci�k is the count of n�gram k in document i
and mi �

P
k ci�k is the total n�gram count in docu�

ment i� While there are ��n possible unique English
n�grams� experimentation has shown that relatively



few of them occur in any corpus� For example� a
�	 MB collection of articles from the Wall Street
Journal has about ��	�			 unique ��grams �out of
a possible total of ��� � �	���� and this number in�
creases very slowly as the corpus increases in size�

Telltale also maintains an �average� document
vector a� called the centroid� whose elements ak are
calculated by averaging di�k over all documents i in
the corpus� The similarity s�di� dj� is then calculated
by taking the cosine of the representation vectors af�
ter subtracting the centroid�

s�di� dj� �

Pt

k����di�k � ak� � ��dj�k � ak�qPt

k���di�k � ak��
qPt

k���dj�k � ak��
�

���
The numerator in Equation � is the dot product of
the vectors di�a and dj�a� representing documents
i and j respectively� The denominator in Equation ��
the product of the sum of squares of each term in the
respective vectors� is used to normalize the result�
Telltale uses several techniques to reduce the time
required to calculate the cosine between a �base�
document j and each document in the corpus� the
calculation time is linear in the number of documents
added to the number of terms di�kdj�k for any n�gram
k that occurs in both documents i and j�

A user wishing to �nd documents using Telltale
starts a search by entering either a set of words de�
scribing the desired information or a section of a doc�
ument that the user considers �good�� Telltale then
converts the query to an n�gram vector in the same
way as it would for a document� and scores this vec�
tor against all documents in the corpus displaying the
similarities in ranked order� The e�ect of the simi�
larity link computation is that of an associative table
of contents� The user provides a sample of the �con�
tent� of interest and the hypertext engine supplies
a list of relevant documents by using the similarity
link computation�

This result is achieved because documents about
the same subject tend to use the same vocabulary
and thus are likely to contain many of the same
n�grams� Subtracting the centroid from each doc�
ument�s vector before taking the cosine allows the
comparison to occur relative to the �average� doc�
ument in the corpus� This subtraction is similar to
removing stop words� but is more �exible�

Rather than the unidimensional list present in the
original Telltale� we are experimenting with methods
that allow a user to explore a text corpus using two�
three or more documents as the �query��

� Volumetric visualization with SFA

The display of multiple information parameters
within SFA is achieved in two ways� multiple data
�les and mappings to glyph attributes� For a given
three�dimensional coordinate system� several di�er�
ent data sets can be visualized with respect to the
same coordinate system� allowing the comparison of
trends among related data sets�

��� Mapping information to glyphs

One advantage of glyph rendering is the ability to
map characteristics of the information space to at�
tributes of each glyph� The �rst mapping is to deter�
mine the glyph�s location� The three�space location
of each glyph allows the comparative display of three
attributes of the information space� The size and
shape of the glyphs can easily encode two or more
information attributes� The color of the glyph al�
lows the independent display of one dimension� usu�
ally one in which high accuracy of perception is not
needed� With just these attributes� six or more di�
mensions �attributes� of the information space can be
easily visualized� Opacity is another glyph attribute
that can encode information attributes� Care must
be taken in mapping an attribute to the opacity and
size of a glyph� Small values of this attribute can
make the glyph completely transparent� preventing
the comparison of the other attributes for this partic�
ular glyph� However� opacity mappings can be very
useful to eliminate uninteresting information� For
instance� if the user is only interested in documents
in a corpus which talk about U�S� foreign policy� us�
ing the similarity to this theme as the opacity of the
glyph will aid in discerning the relevant documents�
The mapping of information attributes to the glyphs�
three�dimensional coordinates can be used in a simi�
lar fashion� as can be seen in Figure �� This �gure is
a visualization of the relationship of �� documents
to three themes� A quick examination of the image
allows you to identify the �	��	 documents out of
�� that are of interest�

��� Rendering within SFA

Upon initialization� SFA presents the user with a
D rendering of the volume of glyphs� and a few
�D control panels� The D volume is enclosed by
a wireframe box delineating the coordinate system�
with labels indicating the textual attributes that are
assigned to the X� Y and Z axes� There is also a leg�
end panel within the D scene that lists the complete
mapping of text attributes to glyph attributes� The
use of vector �Hershey� fonts for this helps main�
tain a strong D impression� SFA supports stereo
viewing through the use of Liquid Crystal Shutter



Glasses� which most users �nd to be extremely help�
ful in generating a D impression�

To maintain a �uid interaction when the user is
moving the data set� the scene must be animated in
real time� SFA sets a minimum update rate of �	
frames per second� which requires certain optimiza�
tions to be performed when thousands of documents
are to be displayed� To achieve this update rate�
SFA only displays partially or fully opaque glyphs�
caching these glyphs for quick access� SFA also draws
the glyphs in order from largest to smallest� stopping
when the 	�� second time limit is reached� This al�
lows the most visible portion of the volume to be
drawn �rst within the interactive time constraint�
This allows good interaction on machines with at
least the graphics capability of an SGI Indy�

� SFA Interface

SFA provides both a traditional two�dimensional
mouse�keyboard interface and a two�handed mini�
mally immersive interface� For the traditional two�
dimensional interface� several control panels allow
the user to control the display� including such at�
tributes as glyph type� the current data �le� and the
current color and transparency map�

��� Two�handed Minimal Immersion

In addition to the �D interface� SFA has a two�
handed minimally immersive interface which uses a
pair of Dmagnetic trackers� One of the main justi��
cations for this approach is that complex D objects
can be more easily manipulated by D tracking de�
vices than with a mouse ����� because the user does
not have to mentally break down the D task into a
sequence of �D operations� The use of a D device
allows the user to directly manipulate the objects
of interest without intermediate steps� Two D de�
vices gives the user access to double the spatial band�
width� since both hands can be employed in parallel
to quickly achieve the desired operation�

Figure �� A user using the two�handed stereo inter�
face to SFA�

The user sits in front of a graphics console that
has a screen� keyboard� mouse� and the two D sen�
sors� Each D sensor� or Bat� has three buttons glued
onto the surface� as shown in Figure �� The user
interacts with the system by manipulating the two
trackers� and pressing the tracker buttons to invoke
operations� Each D sensor has a distinct role� with
the dominant hand being responsible for picking and
manipulation� and the less�dominant hand being re�
sponsible for context setting of various kinds� For
the sake of rhetorical convenience� we will refer to
the dominant hand as the right hand and the less�
dominant hand as the left� but the system is am�
bidextrous because the Polhemus trackers are sym�
metric and can be handled with equal ease by either
hand�

Figure �� Polhemus sensor with attached buttons�

We chose the minimally�immersive style because it
does not isolate the user from accessing information
on the desktop or from traditional I�O devices like
the screen� keyboard� and mouse� In our document
corpus management application� text input is quite
important� so ready access to standard text manip�
ulation devices� like the keyboard� is vital�
The simultaneous use of two D sensors takes ad�

vantage of the user�s innate proprioceptive knowl�
edge of where his�her two hands are in space� In
most two�handed tasks� there is a natural division
of labor ���� which SFA exploits by assigning the
�low�frequency� setting of spatial context to the left
hand� and the �high�frequency� selection and pick�
ing operations to the right� This division of labour
is more than just a slogan for the interface style� In
addition to providing a criterion for assigning tasks
to hands� involving both hands in this way improves
spatial perception� This perception is not provided
visually� but is� instead� provided by the means of
the user�s proprioception �����

����� Left Hand Operations

The left hand has two tasks to perform�
� Manipulate the position and orientation of the en�
tire scene�

� Select the drawing context from a D tracker�
based hierarchical menu�



Scene orientation is a toggle controlled by left but�
ton � Pressing button  attaches the volume to the
left cursor� and pressing it again leaves the volume
in place� This clutching mechanism allows the user
to spend a large amount of time moving the work�
piece around without the burden of continuous but�
ton pressure� Thus� the left hand acts as a spatial
context setter and sensor� allowing the user to get a
better sense of the D space�

Button � pops up a hierarchical sundial menu ��	��
as shown in Figure �� which is controlled by the ori�
entation of the left bat� The menu choices are ar�
rayed on the circular plate of the sundial� each on its
own pie�shaped sector� The desired item is picked by
pivoting the shadow stick about its base so that the
stick�s endpoint lies visually in front of the sector�
The user pivots this shadow stick by manipulating
the bat�s orientation�

This is a pie menu ��� with a D selection cursor
which encodes the position of the �D cursor by pro�
jecting the D position of the endpoint of the shadow
stick onto the �D sundial plate� This main menu in
SFA contains a submenu to select the glyph type� a
submenu for each of X� Y� and Z step interval selec�
tion� and cursor control menu that scales the scene
up or down and reorigins the bats to the center of
the workspace�

����� Right Hand Operations

The right hand has two tasks to perform�
� Pick the D volume subset with a translucent box�

� Pick a glyph to display in Telltale�
To select a volume subset� the user presses right

button � to place one corner of the volume to be
displayed� drags the right bat to the opposite corner�
then releases the button� automatically culling the
glyphs outside of this box� As the selection box is
being swept out� the front and back walls are drawn
as translucent rectangles so that the user can see
what glyphs are being selected� The user may restate
the volume at any time by sweeping out a new subset
box�
To select a single glyph� the user uses the right

bat to orient a probe into the volume� and the glyph
closest to the probe has its value printed and passed
through a socket connection to the Telltale system�
The corresponding document can then be displayed
in Telltale� The document ID is also displayed in
the D scene using screen�aligned text at the glyph�
and at the corresponding �D locations on each of
the boundary walls of the volume� Thus� the box
that encloses the entire D volume provides  ortho�
graphically projected �D surfaces which can be used

to present information� In addition to the document
ID� the appropriate projected X and Y location of
the glyph at each boundary wall is displayed� along
with an axis�aligned line drawn towards the origin of
the coordinate system� This helps to provide detailed
spatial measurements as the need arises�

A probe� represented by a narrow cylindrical shaft�
is attached to the right cursor� and the user controls
the position and orientation of the probe with the
right bat� The distance from this probe is computed
for each control point using a specialized distance
metric called the probe metric� and the grid point
that generates the smallest value is highlighted�

Around the probe axis is drawn a translucent half�
cone which has a radial spread angle of �	 degrees�
Only the back face of the cone is drawn� so that it
looks like a translucent scoop� which helps to disam�
biguate the scene� Objects that are behind the scoop
are dimmed by the translucency� thereby highlight�
ing the closer objects�

� Results

We have applied these visualization techniques and
the two�dimensional IVEE system ��� to the output
of the previously described Telltale system� Cur�
rently� the user may select document similarities
from the Telltale system to be visualized using SFA�
can specify documents of interest within SFA� and
see the document text within Telltale through the
use of socket connections� The document corpus uti�
lized was �� articles from the Wall Street Journal
from September ��� ���� to October �� ����� Sev�
eral document similarities to the following example
�thematic� articles have been generated�

� Manuel Noriega �

� Federal Reserve Bank

� Foreign Exchange Rate

� Commodity and Gold Prices

� Stock Market

Figures  and � show the visualization of similari�
ties to commodities and gold prices� foreign exchange
rate� and the Federal Reserve Bank� In Figure � sim�
ilarity to commodities� foreign exchange rate� and
Federal Reserve Bank were respectively mapped to
the X axis� Y axis� and to color� Initial analysis of
the �gure shows that there is not a direct relation�
ship between the themes of commodity prices and
foreign exchange rate� More detailed analysis of the
�gure shows that there is a relationship between the
themes of foreign exchange rate and Federal Reserve

�A coup attempt in Panama to overthrowNoriega occurred

during this time period�



Bank within this corpus� For the visualization shown
in Figure �� the similarity to the commodity article
was used as the X coordinate of the point� the sim�
ilarity to the article discussing the foreign exchange
rate of the dollar was used as the Y coordinate� and
the similarity to the Federal Reserve article was used
as the Z coordinate of the glyph� The date of the ar�
ticle was used in determining the color� ranging from
blue �oldest� to red �most current�� Figure � clearly
shows the most relevant �� to 	 documents to these
themes out of this corpus of �� documents� This
�gure also shows two similarity patterns among sev�
eral articles� The pattern in the left of the image
shows several documents that discuss both the for�
eign exchange rate and the Federal Reserve Bank�
The pattern to the right of the image clearly shows
the relationship of commodity �gold prices� and the
foreign exchange rate within several articles�

The volume visualization and interactive stereo�
scopic manipulation of this data set highlights the
similarities of these topics signi�cantly better than a
�D visualization� as can be seen by comparing Fig�
ures  and �� The two relationships shown in Figure
� are not immediately clear from examining Figure
� In fact� even after detailed examination� the re�
lationship within several articles of commodity �gold
prices� and the foreign exchange rate does not be�
come apparent because the similarity of the docu�
ments to commodity prices �displayed as color� is
not as high as some of the other articles within the
corpus�

The visualization shown in Figure � shows the sim�
ilarity to the stock market� foreign exchange rate�
and Federal Reserve Bank� respectively mapped to
the X� Y� and Z axes� Again� the date of the article
is visualized as the color of the glyph� The trans�
parency of the glyph was also controlled by the arti�
cle date� with the most recent and oldest articles be�
ing opaque and the middle articles semi�transparent�
Through interactive visualization of this data� it is
clear that there are several articles that lie along the
diagonal from the origin to the front� top� right cor�
ner of the data volume� indicating a strong relation�
ship of these three themes in several documents in
this corpus� In contrast� the visualization in Fig�
ure �� does not clearly show the ternary relationship
among these themes�

	 Conclusion

The results displayed in these �gures clearly show
that volumetric glyph visualization is much better
for visualizing and analyzing complex relationships
among documents� For analysts who must manage

large corpora and have many data sets to be analyzed
each day� the bene�t of our SFA system over tradi�
tional �D visualization systems is very signi�cant�
Complex relationships can be analyzed more quickly
through three�dimensional spatial analysis with the
aid of two�handed interaction and stereoscopic view�
ing� Perceptually meaningful mappings of data to
glyph color� size� transparency� and shape also signif�
icantly aid in the understanding of multi�dimensional
data relationships�
These visualizations have shown that realtime two�

handed interactive volume visualization of docu�
ment corpora can quickly convey trends and multi�
dimensional relationships among the information
data� Careful attribute mapping and interactive vol�
ume culling can be used for quick elimination of use�
less data� allowing better analysis of the most in�
teresting information� The two�handed interaction
metaphor is a very natural way to interact with vol�
umetric data� and a naive user can become com�
fortable and pro�cient using the system within � to
�	 minutes� The current system permits interactive
picking of document glyphs� allowing the retrieval
of the document text in the Telltale system for fur�
ther exploration� SFA provides great �exibility in
information mapping for improved perception of re�
lationships and also allows for the real�time inter�
action� navigation� manipulation� and increased un�
derstanding of time�varyingmultivariate information
spaces�


 Future Extensions

We are currently working on several extensions to
the system� including additional mappings of infor�
mation attributes �dimensions� to glyph attributes�
more �exible coupling between SFA and the Tell�
tale system� and improved rendering techniques for
glyph rendering� We are also exploring the char�
acterization and suitability of two�dimensional and
three�dimensional techniques for various information
visualization tasks�
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